Routing of Real-time Traffic in a Transformational
Communications Architecture' Absrract-In this paper we study a constraint-based routing strategy using label switching in a multi-layered hierarchical satellite constellation such as Transformational Communications Architecture. Both quality (Bit Error Rate on free space optical and radio inter-satellite links) and bandwidth availability on a satellite link are taken into account when setting up routes for high priority real-time traffic such as VoP, which is sensitive to delay and jitter. To protect the real-time traftic from being swamped by bursty hest-effort traffic we propose to have a separate queue for high priority traffic. Packets from several realtime flows are aggregated onto the same LSP (Label Switched Path) based on destination and priority, and are shielded from each other by a proportional dropping policy, where packets from flows exceeding their Committed lnformation Rate (CIR) have high dropping probability during congestion. The performance of the prioritized load balancing routing algorithm on a multi-layered satellite network is simulated and analyzed. 
INTRODUCTION
Satellite networks with their potential for global coverage and high bandwidth availability are an attractive option for establishing an "internet in the sky" [IO, 301. In the absence of a wired infrastructure, any individual host or an ad hoc network can access the rest of the wired network through satellites. Satellite networking has evolved from simple bent-pipe routing for geo-stationary orbit (GEO) satellite networks to on-board switching capabilities in low earth orbit (LEO) broadband satellite constellations [6] and High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) [3 11 .
The next generation of networking will involve integration of terrestrial and space networks with High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) providing last mile connectivity to certain sensitive areas (e.g. disaster relief, battlefields) where high bandwidth and accessibility are necessary. With the advance of free space optical technology it is possible to have a network of these HAPs, which could he unmanned aerial vehicles, communicating with each other as well as with satellites through Inter Orbit Links (IOL). With radio access they make it possible for small hand-held terminals on the ground to access satellites with high speed connections [I 1, 121.
Several US government agencies announced in 2002 an initiative to build a new space communication infrastructure, which was named "Transformational Communications Architecture" (TCA) [15] . TCA will be a joint effort with full involvement by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence and the Defense Information Systems Agency. The Transformational Communications Office has support f b m across the military services, the Defense Information Systems Agency, the intelligence community and National Aeronautical and Space Agency (NASA).
The Transformational Communications Architecture is shown in Figure 1 [15]. This new space infrastructure will be similar to the Internet architecture and will be secure. Its primary use is military but later on public services would be In such complex architecture it is important to design a simple routing and congestion control scheme in order to use efficiently the network resources. We consider a three-layer architecture of geo-stationary (GEO) satellites, low eaab orbit (LEO) satellites and high altitude platforms (HAPS) to simulate an architecture similar to the TCA.
GEOs orbiting in high altitude geo-stationary orbits (36000 km) individually are unattractive for delay sensitive traffic because of large propagation delay, consequently making them unsuitable for real-time applications.
All these issues motivated the deployment of low-earth orbit (LEO) satellites that orbit the Earth at a height ofjust 500 to 1,000 miles, which in turn necessitates the use of multiple satellites that constantly orbit around the earth in fmed planes, to provide constant service to any area. The low altitude orbit makes LEOs capable of providing smaller, more energy-efficient spot beams, and delivers latency potentially equal to (or better than) transcontinental fiber optic cable. Frequency reuse is also an important advantage considering the limited and costly fiequency spectrum while increasing the system capacity. With the advent of multiple spot beams, inter-satellite links (ISLs) between satellites and on board switching and processing capabilities, these constellation of low-earth orbit (LEO) satellites along with their terrestrial gateway servers form Autonomous systems (AS). One of the distinct advantages of LEO satellite networks over GEO networks is the reduction in propagation delay, making them an attractive option for routing real time traffic.
HAPs can be deployed in areas with heavy and sensitive traffic (e.g. battlefields, disaster relief) and provide access to the high-speed satellite network for terrestrial users with mobile and hand-held terminals. HAPS can easily form a high-speed network among themselves and satellites in the higher layers [I31 with optical links.
We propose and study a multi-layered satellite network with GEOs acting as the backbone routem, LEOs as the second layer and HAPs deployed in specific local regions. With the term HAP we include also other types of flying vehicles. This three-layered constellation provides high bandwidth access to all types of users and low latency to delay sensitive applications. Such architecture is similar to the Transformational Communications architecture proposed in [15] . Figure 2 shows the three layer satellite network architecture of GEOs, LEOs and HAPs where we apply a prioritized load balancing routing algorithm. We identify traffic as either best-effort or high priority, with QoS guarantees for high priority traffic. Figure 2 . Satellite multi-layer architecture The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 discusses the motivation for constrained multi-path routing and load balancing in layered satellite networks; Section 3 reviews the background research work, Section 4 discusses the selected architecture, Section 5 presents hierarchical routing, Section 6 discusses traffic aggregation, in Section 7 are presented our simulation results, and Section 8 concludes.
Terrestrial Users

CONSTRAINED MULTI-PATH ROUTING
Given the nature of satellite constellations, static routing protocols based on topological properties of the network like minimum hop path or minimum delay will give rise to congestion at some points in the network (e.g. satellites that are visible over major cities) and a lot of unused bandwidth at other points in the network, leading to under-utilization of network resources and degradation of service offered. The number of active sessions in such networks is uncontrolled and no kind of priority policy is implemented. Consequently, high priority calls are routed over (and share) paths heavily used by low-priority calls.
The need for QoS in satellite networks is motivated by several reasons. With an explosion of network traffic in terms of users and applications, lSPs want to offer different levels of service based on business priorities of the users or applications. With applications varying from real time interactive traffic (e.g. VoIP), real time non-interactive traffic (e.g. streaming video) to non-real time traffic (e.g. web traffic) it is necessary to differentiate between the levels of service provided. High-speed networks should be able to support different degrees of Quality of Service (QoS) to different applications. For example, real-time traffic generated by multimedia applications has radically different requirements than best-effort traffic. So real-time applications require tight bounds on transfer delay (in the order of hundreds of milliseconds).
Real-time applications such as Voice over IP (VOW) and streaming video are susceptible to changes in the transmission characteristics of data networks. Real-time traffics are also susceptible to network behaviors referred to as delay, jitter and packet loss, which can degrade the voice application to the point of being unacceptable to the average user.
It becomes essential therefore, to separate real-time traffic from non-real time, and route it over explicit paths that meet the desired QoS requirements. Satellite networks employing static routing based on topological properties of the network lead to congestion in some parts of the network, which is heavily used by all classes of traffic even when there is a lot of leftover bandwidth in the network. By employing a loadbalancing algorithm with delay and quality of the link as constraints we manage to protect real-time flows from each other as well as fiom bursty best-effort traffic. 
I QuaIiQ Constraint
Free-space optical communication between satellites in a distributed network can permit high data rates of communication between different places on Earth. To establish optical communication between any two satellites requires that the line of sight of their optics be aligned during the entire communication time. Because of the large distance between the satellites and the alignment accuracy required, the pointing from one satellite to another is complicated because of vibrations of the pointing system caused by two fundamental stochastic mechanisms: tracking noise created by the electro-optic tracker and vibrations derived from mechanical components [32] . Vibration of the transmitter beam in the receiver plane causes noise in the received optical power. Vibrations of the receiver telescope relative to the received beam decrease the heterodyne mixing efficiency. These two factors increase the hit-error rate (BER) of inter-satellite links. We introduce quality of the link as an additional constraint while setting up path for loss sensitive traffic (e.g. VoIP calls).
Qdproportional to CIR
Committed Information Rate (CIR) of a flow is a service guarantee by the network provider of a certain minimum end-to-end bandwidth for the flow. A of a flow with higher CIR usually pays more than a user of a flow with lower CIR.
Currently both terrestrial and satellite networks employ the max-min fairness rule while dropping packets during congestion. According to the ma-min fairness rule [33] , each flow is allocated bandwidth as follows:
Here send (i) is the data rate of the i th flow and rr is the maximum rate that satisfies the above inequality. Any flow sending more than rr will have its throughput reduced to rr. In this scheme, the CIR of the flow is not considered in bandwidth allocation. Consequently a flow with higher CIR experiences packet dropping without even exceeding the CIR of the flow.
In the Proportional Allocation of Bandwidth (PAB) scheme [18] , bandwidth allocated to a flow is commensurate with the CIR of the flow, i.e., QoS provided to a flow depends in the priority of the flow; higher the CIR better the QoS. Bandwidth is allocated such that all flows have identical flow rate to CIR ratio. However this requirement must be satisfied with full network utilization. Therefore in PAB the allocation of bandwidth is given by:
Here, CIR ( i ) gives the CIR of the i tb flow andfruc is the maximum fractional multiplier (between 0 and 1) that satisfies the above inequality. The frac determines the maximum data rate of a flow as a fraction of its CIR. If the data rate of a flow is below its allowed throughput*uc*CIR then the flow does not suffer any packet loss. Further if a flow has a data rate less than its allowed fraction of CIR, then the remaining excess bandwidth is also shared among other flows in proportion to their CIR. No flow is allowed to send more than its CIR during congestion. The throughput of any flow sending more than the allowed fraction of CIR is reduced to its maximum allowed data rate. Thus PAB differentiates between flows and allocates bandwidth in proportion to the CIR of the flows.
Multi-protocol Label Switching (MF'LS)
Due to the high-speed mobility of the nodes and ISL handoffs between -satellites in the LEO layer there are several issues regarding routing of 1P traffic over satellite networks [7] . MF' LS has evolved as an I€'-based QoS architecture, though originally developed for IP over ATM integration [2, 41 . It combines the traditional datagram service with the virtual circuit approach. Basically, a LSP is a virtual circuit that allows the setup of explicit routes for packets of a class, a critical capability for traffic engineering. Similar to the DiffServ [I] approach the ingress LSP at the edge of the network classifies a packet into classes and sets the initial label. MPLS also supports bandwidth reservation for classes, again enforced by a packet scheduler. MPLS along with constraint routing provides us with the option of routing over non-shortest paths subject to constraints ofbandwidth and delay [5] .
Since MPLS operates independently of layer 3 and will use IP routing methods, standard E ' QoS can be enforced during the LSP setup process. LSPs with specific bandwidth requirements delay hounds can be set up using constraint- 
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this Section we survey work related to OUI own, both to point out the many contributions of previous researchers and to place our contributions in the proper context. One of the challenges of satellite networks is the development of specialized routing algorithms. The network routing problem in LEO systems encompasses the overall service strategy (connection-oriented or connectionless), the routing strategy (centralized or distributed), the actualprotocols or algorithms used to manage the dynamic nature of the network, and the satellite bandover strategy used by terminals and satellites. The routing algorithms for satellite networks should compute paths with low communication and computational overhead, and adapt the routing decisions to the dynamic satellite network topology in real time.
Connection-oriented routing has been the focus of the research for the low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks in recent years. Connection-oriented routing proposals assume ATM-like switches in the satellites [19, 20, 21, 231 . A number of papers have examined issues related to virtual connection routing in connection-oriented LEO networks.
One difficulty with connection-oriented routing arises when the communications session outlasts the visibility period of the initial and final satellites of the end-to-end path the connection must necessarily be handed over to successor satellites. The connections must be established and maintained in the satellite network, which is a very dynamic environment. The probabilistic routing protocol (PRP) introduced in [23] considers a technique that can he used to select initial routes through the satellite network that have a low probability of requiring a connection reroute. There are different approaches to solve the connection-oriented routing problem. In [ZO], Werner proposed subdividing the time-valying LEO topology into intervals (states) of static topology, enumerating all of the possible virtual circuit combinations, and then picking a path that minimizes delay jitter by selecting a path across a series of states according to some optimization technique. Similar results by the same author are also reported in [19] . The algorithm presented in [21] uses snapshots of the constellation to optimize the paths.
Connectionless routing
With the explosive growth of the Internet, connectionless routing is being pushed to satellite networks. [26] aims to route the packets on minimum propagation delay paths using a distributed routing protocol.
The routing protocol presented in [27] uses a hybrid approach that uses geographic-based routing and shortest path routing with limited scope.
Multi-lqvered routing
The paper by Shacham is one of the earliest works on multisatellite networks to discuss many of the issues; namely, distributed routing protocols and addressing, as well as topology control and transport protocols [28] . Shacham advocates link-state routing that utilizes the predictability of topology changes and computation of multiple paths between nodes, as well as quality-of-service routing. The paper also discusses addressing, and is the first to propose basing addresses on the geographical locations of the terminals. In [9], a two-layered satellite network architecture consisting of LEO and medium-Earth orbit (MEO) satellite networks and a routing algorithm are proposed. MLSR [SI proposes a three-layer satellite architecture that calculates shortest delay paths between the satellites in the satellite network and the gateways on earth.
In our approach we use a three-layer architecture with aggregated flow routing. Simple IP switching of VoIP calls could lead to packets arriving out of order at the receiver and increasedjitter. So we set up virtual circuits that can be dilated (expanding resources reserved along the path) to accommodate packets within the same Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) providing high bandwidth access to all types of users and low latency to delay sensitive applications.
A TCA ARCHITECTURE
In this Section we present a new three-layered architecture, similar to the transformational communications architecture, that we use for our simulations.
I Interconnections and Coverage
The satellites maintain three types of links:
1. User Dota Links(7JDLs) between terrestrial users and the satellite network. A user can have UDLs to multiple satellites in each of the layers and vice-versa.
Inter orbit links (IOLs)
exist between the layers of the satellite hierarchy. Each satellite is linked by IOLs to the satellites under its coverage as well as to the satellites in the upper layer that cover it.
3 Inter Satellite Link (ISLs) exist in the LEO layer which can be interplane ISLs, intraplane ISLs or cross-seam ISLs. The HAPS also communicate with each other through line of sight optical links.
Three satellites in the CEO orbit are sufficient to cover the entire earth surface (between 81"N and SI'S). Three GEOs divide the earth surface into three fixed domains, the size of which correspond to the elevation angle of the CEO satellites since the GEOs will always be over their respective positions with respect to the earth surface.
The second layer consists of satellites in the LEO orbit. Satellites in the LEO orbit revolve around the earth at high speeds, which introduces handoffs, since a satellite now serving a region will fall below the elevation mask as it moves away and has to handover traffic to the incoming satellite. Handoffs can be performed asynchronously or synchronously. In asynchronous handoffs the footprint of the satellite moves along with the satellite (satellite-fixed cells) and calls are handed off to the satellite following it in a successive fashion. Whereas, in synchronous handoffs the footprints are fixed (the earth's surface is divided into fixed cells) and the satellite currently over the region hands over the whole footprint when it moves out to the successor satellite. In an earth-fixed system, the satellites continuously train their antennas onto a fixed footprint for a period of time during which they are visible over the region [34, 351. For example Teledesic is a proposed commercial LEO satellite constellation with a earth-fixed footprint system [36] . In this paper we assume earth-fixed footprints. whether HAPS are deployed, the cellisub-domain could be further subdivided into smaller cells (see Figure 3 ).
Addressing
In We assume e&-fixed footprints for the LEO satellites, so that handovers between LEO satellites of ground to satellite links (GSLs) are always synchronous and periodic. In Figure 5 
HIEMRCHIAL ROUTING
GEOs being at the highest altitude act as the "eyes" for the satellite constellation, and keep track of the LEO and HAP movement and interconnections under its coverage. Furthermore most of the interconnections (e.g. the ISLs and cross-seam links between LEO satellites) are periodic and can he predicted.
I Static Connection Matrix
Given the regular topology of the satellite networks, o w logically fixed topology for the LEOs and the assumption that HAPs can be considered stationary with respect to LEOs and GEOs, a static connection matrix can be easily maintained and updated at regular intervals or manually (in case HAPs are deployed or satellite/link failures).
The static connection matrix gives us all the interconnections between all the nodes in the Constellation and the propagation delays between them. Since propagation delay varies (but is periodic and can be predetermined) for inter-plane lSLs in the LEO layer, the matrix is periodically changing. Figure 6 shows an interconnected topology. The shaded portion refers to the crossseam plane across which the lSLs will he switched off rapidly because of counter-rotating orbits. The GEOs are connected to each other through line-of-sight links and to the satellites in the lower layers through IOLs. Satellites in adjacent orhitsiplanes in the LEO layer are interconnected by interplane ISLs at all times except at cross-seams where links are handed over very fast, and at poles where they are switched off. The link propagation delay on interplane lSLs changes with latitude (link propagation delay reduces as the latitude increases, since orbits converge at the poles), but since this behavior is also periodic the link delays between neighbors can be predicted. Adjacent satellites in the same orbit/plane are interconnected by intra-plane ISLs, which are never switched off and have constant delay. Apart from being periodically uploaded it also reacts to sudden topology changes e.g. induction of new nodes to the constellation (whenever HAPs are deployed over a region, their IOL delays to both the LEO and GEO satellites are uploaded to the matrix).
I ! Figure 6 . Example Connection Topology
In essence the connection matrix gives us the next-hop neighbors for any node with the propagation delay of the link between them. Table 1 is a fragment of the connection matrix for the topology in Figure 6 (4 indicates presence of a direct link and x indicates they are not next hop neighbors). The static connection matrix is uploaded (via the satellite in the GEO layer or terrestrial gateways) to every node on the network periodically. The static connection matrix can be uploaded by the respective GEO satellites in every domain since each GEO can communicate with all nodes (LEO and HAP) under its coverage; thus when a HAP is deployed within a GEO's domain, the static matrix is uploaded by the GEO upon recognizing the HAP within its domain. 
Optimal Path Selection
In this section we outline the steps taken to select an optimal path for a flow with two objectives: one is to ensure Quality of Service (QoS) for priority traffic within the delay 8 constraints for the flow and the other is to ensure that the load on the network is balanced.
In any form of QoS routing with some constraints the following have to he considered Ability to compute a path at the source, and to compute the path in such a way that the computation can take into account not just some scalar metric hut also a set of constraints that should not be violated.
Ability to distribute the information about network topology and attributes associated with links throughout the network.
Ability to route explicitly.
Ability to reserve resources and subsequent modification and distribution of the link attributes.
We will be dealing with all the above requirements in the rest of the paper.
Given the costly nature of satellite resources overprovisioning is not an option in satellite networks, so we resort to a form of class-based queuing. The overall bandwidth for each link is split, so that we have two queues, a fraction p (O<p<l) of the link capacity for high priority traffic and the rest (I-p) for hest-effort traffic. Before reserving resources for a high priority calliflow on a link, we have to see whether bandwidth needed for the flow is available on the link (from now on whenever we refer to setting up paths it implies high priority traffic; no resources are reserved for hest effort traffic). The CIR (see Section 1) for the flow is the bandwidth that has to be reserved on the link. Hence the summation of the CLR's of the set of flows v) has to be less than or equal to the fraction (pB) of the link bandwidth (B) reserved for high priority traffic.
No admission control is implemented for hest-effort calls; consequently if bandwidth normally reserved for high priority traffic is available, best-effort calls will he entertained on the link, but may he switched or pre-empted if a request for bandwidth comes from a high priority call. By dividing the queue with the fraction reserved for high priority traffic, we essentially separate the real-time VoIP flows from TCP flows.
Constraint Routing
Apart from bandwidth availability, we also consider delay and quality of signal (BER, see Section 1) of a path as additional constraints during the path selection process. Let R be the generic cost function associated with a pathp, related to the network topology and quality of the links on the path, where R is a function of the total propagation delay (Dp) on the path, and the quality degradation (hit error rate) of the path (Q,).
where 1 is the set of links on the path, d is the link delay and q reflects the quality ddgradation (bit error rate) of the link. The routing function first determines the set of paths satisfying the generic cost requirements, i.e. the maximum delay bound (D) and minimum quality degradation (Q) acceptable for the specific traffic. Paths with Q, and D, beyond the acceptable limits for the flow are rejected.
R @ ) = -
Paths p l and p 2 are considered equivalent, provided they are between the same source and destination pair, when Q
( p l ) = R @2).
For each set of equivalent paths, we then associate a dynamic cost based on the residual bandwidth of the path.
For each link (0 along the path in which we have an available bandwidth Bi the residual bandwidth of the path is:
where link 1 belongs to pathp.
For high priority calls the residual bandwidth is in terms of B, (bandwidth assigned for high priority traffic) assigned for that link, whereas for best-effort traffic it is in terms of the available bandwidth on the link.
The overall cost Y to the path p is then assigned
The paths are then sorted according to Y, the first path in the set being the primary path and the other being the secondary paths.
Dynamic Trafic Load
From the static connection matrix and link propagation delays we have a static snapshot of the network with no knowledge about the traffic load.
Intra-domain link state exchange
Within each domain all the nodes (satellites in LEO, CEO and HAPS) measure their output buffers on all outgoing links (GSL, ISL and IOL) to determine the residual bandwidth on the links and flood it within the domain. Each node within the domain now has information ahout the bandwidth availability on all the links within the domain and also to the border nodes of adjacent domains (e.g. see 9 Figure 6 link state of the link between A. 7 and B.l is also flooded within the domain). This link state exchange along with the static connection matrix is used to build the intradomain routing table for each node and can be used to find paths within the domain as well to the border nodes of adjacent domains.
Information Exchange across Domains (Infer-domain)
One of the distinct advantages of dividing the network into domains is reducing the overhead of information exchange (remote nodes do not have to exchange information) and also keeping information exchange local prevents the nodes from using outdated information. 
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The aggregated routing table reduces a domain into a single logical node with several ingress links and egress links with all combinations of switching the flow from any ingress point to an egress point along with the corresponding available bandwidth.
Routing Sfrategv
We outline the steps to setting up the LSP, as the example helow elucidates (refer to Figure 7 ). S a n d D are the source and destination nodes respectively.
S looks up the static connection matrix to determine the domain and location of D in the network topology and also the minimal delay paths.
Since Domain B is the transit domain between the source destination pair, the aggregated routing table for Domain B and the intra-domain routing table for Domain A are used by S to determine the available paths to reach Domain C.
The paths are ranked according to the steps outlined in Section 5.2.
Routing from the border node in C to the egress node D is done intra-domain in domain C during the LSP setup process. 
TRAFFIC AGGREGATION
In this Section we outline the traffic aggregation and packet dropping policy implemented.
I Real-Time Traffic Aggregation
The topology and link attribute distribution have already been outlined in Section 5, so mechanisms to handle requirements (1) and (2) mentioned in Section 5.2 are already discussed.
Here we outline the procedure to establish explicit routes (requirement (3) in Section 5.2). In the previous Section we outlined the procedure of an LSP setup. Each LSP is associated with a Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) so all packets with the same FEC are switched on that LSP. Once an LSP is setup, all nodes, including the source on that LSP, can send packets that have the same destination and class; accordingly when a new call has to he accommodated on the same LSP, the bandwidth of the LSP is dilated (provided bandwidth is available) according to the requirements (Committed Information Rate) of the new call. By implementing packet forwarding instead of connectionoriented flow switching, we intend to improve the scalability of the scheme. The example below explains how the forwarding component works. We have already explained how routing between a source destination pair belonging to two different domains, is accomplished. Here for the sake of simplicity both the source and destination belong to the same domain.
In Figure 8 , A is the source node and B is the destination node. We have four calls originating from A and ending at B. Say path I has lOMb for the path between A to B and path 11 has 10 Mb, hut path I has less end-to-end delay and 10 so is the best path. Paths 1 and 11 are not necessarily completely disjoint. Absolute IF' packet forwarding would result in packets from the same call being routed over different paths, which would end up increasing jitter. By aggregating packets and switching them as bundled flows we minimize overhead as well as ensure that packets belonging to a particular call are always switched through the same path from source to destination.
Since several calls with the same FEC will be sharing the same LSP, there is always the possibility of a flow exceeding its CIR (Committed Information Rate), i.e., Flow 1 increases its rate to 6Mbis. This could lead to packet dropping for both flows. Also since the CIR of flow 2 is 6Mb/s, it is obvious that the sender of flow 2 is paying more and it should be protected.
Packet Dropping Policy
Our Packet Dropping Policy guarantees that during congestion flows get a share of IP available bandwidth, which is in proportion to their CIR. This is achieved by implementing a form of dropping policy [IS], based on the principles of Differentiated Services [ 16, 171.
At the edge of the network packets are marked with labels, which encode the ratio of flow rate to CIR for the flow, These labels are used to differentiate between packets from different flows by the core routers. The core routers perform multi-level threshold based dropping. Packets from flows that exceed their CIR will be marked with lower priority labels. The excess traffic will have higher probability to be dropped during congestion, but can use the network if there are available resources. Our technique to implement Proportional dropping [IS] involves two main components:
the labeling of the packets at the edge of the network, and dropping of packets at the core router.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this Section we outline the simulation details; tools, models and parameters used for quantitative evaluation of our proposed scheme.
We have used the Network Simulator [3] as our simulation tool. NS-2 is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking research.
It is an open-source simulator available for free public use. NS-2 is available on several platform such as FreeBSD, Linux, SunOS and Solaris. NS-2 also builds and funs under Windows. In our simulations NS-2 is built over a Linux operating system. NS-2 provides substantial support for simulation of transport protocols (e.g. TCP), routing, and multicast protocols over wired and wireless (local and satellite) networks. NS-2 is an ohjectoriented, simulator written in C-H, with an OTcl interpreter as the front-end. As a user one can define network objects such as nodes, the interconnections between them and events (sending packets, link outages, stopping packet transmission) to simulate a particular scenario. The trace files generated are analyzed to determine the quantitative performance of the scheme being simulated. Figure 9 shows the simulation model pictorially, with three CEO satellites in an equatorial orbit and the LEO satellites in a polar orbiting constellation. Table 3 lists the parameters for the satellites in the LEO and CEO layers. These are the default parameters for all our simulations unless otherwise specified. The HAPS are only local to the LEO satellites under whose coverage they are deployed and move within a 20 km radius. 
I Simulation Confpraiion
Delay Packet Loss and Jitter Analysis
In this section we compare the performance of the multipath algorithm on the multi-layered architecture with that of Bellman's shortest-path algorithm [37] . We use the network topology and parameters outlined in Section 7.1 for simulations in this section. Both the multi-path algorithm proposed in this paper and Bellman's shortest path algorithm are used to route traffic through the network in separate instances and the output data analyzed. Three VoIP (real-time traffic) generators are attached to the source node, all three flows have the same destination node. Background traffic in the form of TCP flows is generated between the source-destination pair.
The parameters measured are delay, jitter and packet loss. We define the parameters as pertaining to our simulations: Delay is measured as the time interval from when a packet is queued at the output queue of the s o m e node to when it is received at the destination node. Delay can be measured as either one-way or round-trip delay. VoIP typically tolerates delays up to 150 ms beyond which the quality of the call becomes unacceptable. In our simulations we measure one-way mean delay.
Jitter is the variation in delay over time, between arrivals of consecutive packets. High values of jitter degrade the quality of a VoIP call. We measure jitter as the standard deviation of one-way delay. routing is implemented to route the traffic between the source-destination pair. Bellman's algorithm calculates the shortest path between two nodes, without taking into account residual bandwidth on the path, all the flows RTI, RT2, RT3 and the best effort TCP flows are routed on the same shortest path. Table 4 shows the packet loss, delay and jitter values for the three V o P flows (RTl, RT2, RT3) with shortest path routing. In the absence of any form of load balancing all the traffic flows, VoIP and best-effort traffic are routed along the shortest path between the nodes. Figure 10 is a plot of the average mean delay of the three flows against increasing background traffic. As the background best effort traffic is increased the values for average delay for the three VoIP flows with shortest path routing keep increasing as the output queue gets increasingly congested. Whereas, increasing background has little or no effect on the VoIP flows within the loadbalancing scheme, since they are protected from the best effort traffic as well as routed on paths with available bandwidth and not necessarily on the shortest-path only. Figure 11 is a plot of the average jitter of the three flows against increasing background traffic. As the background best effort traffic is increased the values for average jitter for the shortest path routing keep increasing, whereas with the load-balancing scheme the jitter values increase very gradually and are within acceptable limits for a VoLP call. Background traffsc (Mbis) Figure 11 . Average jitter
Goodput and Utilization Ratio
We define Goodput as the effective data rate perceived at the receiver's end. In this section we measure the effectiveness of the QoS mechanism, i.e., of isolating the VoIP traffic from the best-effort traffic. Simulations are carried out with a bottleneck link in the path set up for the VolP flow. The bandwidth of the bottleneck link is 2.3 Mbis. In one instance of the simulation the Vow flow shares the link with the best effort traffic without any QoS mechanism in place, then we measure the goodput of the VoIP flow with QoS routing where the VolP flow is isolated from the best effort traffic by splitting the queue and reserving resources for the VolP flow. Figure 13 is a plot between increasing background traffic against VoIP goodput. As we can infer from the plot without QoS routing the VoIP goodput reduces with increasing background traffic, i.e., with the best effort traffic increasing the goodput possible for the VolP flow keeps decreasing in order to have acceptable delay and jitter values for the Vow flow. Whereas, with the QoS mechanism in effect the VoIP packets are isolated from the best-effort packets keeping the VoIP goodput constant even when background traffic is increased.
Next we analyze the utilization of the bottleneck link in terms of the real-time goodput flowing through it. We define a term utilization ratio where: Utilization ratio = real-time goodput / Link bandwidth The bandwidth of the VoIP call on the link is kept constant. The goodput of the Vow call is measured at the receiving node and is kept constant at the cost of increasing the bandwidth of the bottleneck link. Figure 14 is a plot of the utilization ratio against increasing background traffic. For the simulation instance without the QoS scheme the link bandwidth of the bottleneck has to be increased with increasing background traffic to maintain the VoIP goodput, which translates to a decrease in the utilization ratio. While 
2).
We simulate the configuration shown in Figure 15 . The total CLR of all the flows is less than the link bandwidth, and flows that exceed their CIR experience packet dropping during congestion.
Performance measure
To calculate the effectiveness of the dropping policy we defme an Allocation Ratio [AR(i)] for source i, which is calculated as; 
Quality Constrain
The free space optical links are prone to several optical impairments. An optical correlator that can measure online the quality degradation of optical links is presented in [29] .
We use the information about the optical signal quality in our routing scheme.
In this section we compare ow protocol with quality degradation of a link as constraint to a shortest-path first protocol. Goodput of the network is defined as the number of calls of acceptable quality established across the same. We define quality degradation of a link as Qi which is the BER of the link i. For a pathp:
If Qp is within the acceptable quality desired for the call, the path is within the set of paths along which the call could he routed (see Eq 7(a)). Figure 11 compares the goodput of a shortest path protocol to our quality-constrained protocol. Network goodput (calls of acceptable quality established) for the routing protocol with quality gives a higher number of acceptable connections because it can adapt based on the quality of links in the network. As the number of connection requests increase, more calls become unacceptable in the shortest path first routing protocol.
Communication Overhead Comparison
In this section we analytically compare the communication overhead of routing table calculations in our domain based routing protocol with that of a flat distributed routing protocol.
In Figure 18 is illustrated the comparison between the two protocols. The X-axis represents the number of satellites in a single layer topology. Figure 18 represents the satellites in the LEO layer only, other than the three GEO satellites, which divide the LEO layer in three domains. The increase in communication overhead in the domain protocol is a lot less as compared to the flat distributed protocol and consequently more scalable as the size of the topology increases. 
CONCLUSIONS
We studied a TCA-like three-layer architecture consisting of satellites in the GEO layer, LEO layer and HAPS, which allows terrestrial users with hand-held terminals to connect to the high-speed satellite network. Ease of deploying HAPS and integrating it with the rest of the network make it an attractive option for global access. Dividing the satellite network into domains based on the GEO satellite footprints reduces the communication overhead for the network. Given the geography sensitive nature of satellite networks where a satellite over a major city might experience heavy traffic, whereas a neighboring satellite over an ocean is under-utilized, the load-balancing algorithm ensures that traffic kom neighboring satellites does not further clog the already loaded satellite and also improves the network utilization. Given the sensitive nature of V o P calls to congestion, dividing the queue and isolating them from low priority best effort traffic ensures that optimal delay, jitter and packet loss requirements for the VOW flows are maintained across the network. Flow aggregation between VoIP flows with the same FEC increases the granularity of switching reducing overhead at the core routers. 
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